These color by color words pages are perfect for kids who need to learn their color words or practice reading color words.

There are two levels included in the pack:
Level 1 includes the color words in their color to aid kids as they color. If your younger preschooler or tot likes to color, these are great for him.
Level 2 has the color words in black and white, which is a great way to review reading and recognizing color words. As a resource, a simple color chart has been included on pg. 14. Level 2 is a great fit for older preschoolers or Kindergartners.

See these color pages in action PLUS find more coloring freebies HERE!
Coloring Pages

Color by Color Words:
Level 1
{words in color}
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Color by Color Words:
Level 2
{words in black/white}
Coloring Pages with Color Words
Coloring Pages with Color Words

brown
red red red red
brown
purple purple purple
brown
pink
yellow
brown
blue green blue blue
brown
blue
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